
VuePoint™ Series
Led High-Bay/Low-Bay Luminaire

Appealing From Every Angle
Forget squint-inducing raw lumens – what if you could achieve category-leading performance while preserving visual 
comfort and aesthetic appeal? Easy on the eyes and the bottom line, Cree Lighting's all-new VuePoint™ Series High-Bay 
provides uniform, comfortable illumination, high LPW efficiency and a streamlined form factor that’s pleasing from every 
viewing angle.
 

Diffuse, Uniform Light That Doesn’t Overpower
The VuePoint™ Series transcends the tradeoff between visual comfort and lumens per watt by delivering high levels of 
uniform light from a light source that diffuses light much more effectively than many competitors who often blast light 
with harsher clear-lens fixtures for the highest LPW, sacrificing visual comfort in the process.
 

Breakthrough Performance And Comfort 
The VuePoint™ Series is eligible for DLC Premium rebates, delivering in terms of both lumens per watt and meeting 
the new UGR requirements for glare control, making it a superb source of illumination for both retail and warehouse/ 
distribution customers – and the perfect luminaire for big-box consumer membership warehouses. 

COMFORT FROM 
EVERY VUEPOINT ™



EASY INSTALLATION, FIELD-SERVICEABLE AND 
LONG LIFE

The VuePoint™ Series is virtually maintenance 
free, lightweight, easy to handle and simple 
to install. And by housing the driver within 
the polycarbonate body, the fixture’s clean, 
streamlined form factor is preserved – no boxy 
protrusions or unbalanced lines.

 Hidden, fully-accessible driver and low-profile 
      heat sink in a round form factor that seamlessly 
     blends into any space 

 Long life and standard 5-year warranty

 Up to 170 LPW and DLC-Premium qualified 

 Customer-preferred round form factor for a clean design that beautifully complements  
 and blends into any space  

 Standard diffused lens/refractor with the ability to add a reflector for a more traditional look 

 Available in two sizes, each offering attractive lumen options for various mounting heights

 Dialed-in lighting performance that harnesses, refines and smooths the 
     delivered light  

 Provides exceptional visual comfort with a diffuse lens /refractor with all the  
 foot candles of competitors’ fixtures but without their harsh glare  

 Attractive frosted appearance in the preferred round form factor, with an  
     impact resistant housing, diffused polycarbonate optics and an optional reflector 

 Comfortable 80+CRI light showcases the true colors within any space

HIGH-BAYS WITHOUT THE HIGH BEAMS 
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IMPRESSIVE VISUAL COMFORT WITH FULL ILLUMINATION THAT WON’T OVERPOWER

The VuePoint™ Series offers a symmetrical form factor and comfortable, 
uniform illumination that delivers as many or more lumens per watt than 
competitors’ overpowering, squint inducing, glaring clear-lens fixtures.

A BREAKTHROUGH COMBINATION OF EXCEPTIONAL LIGHTING PERFORMANCE AND AESTHETIC APPEAL

The VuePoint™ Series delivers extreme energy savings and diffused illumination for a look that's 
equally at home in a retail big box or college gym as it is in a 24x7 logistics warehouse. And at 80 CRI, 
it makes everything else in your visual field look better, too – from merchandise to CCTV footage and 
game highlights.

KEY APPLICATIONS

VuePoint™ Series is the ideal solution for mainstream high-bay environments 
such as big-box retail, gymnasiums, auditoriums, and warehouses with 
excellent LPW, softly diffused illumination and reduced glare.

Retail/Grocery  

 Big box store floors, 
    consumer warehouses

Light Industrial  

 Light manufacturing 
    and assembly

Transportation  

 Terminals, workshops 
    and hangars

Warehouses 

 Warehousing and 
    distribution spaces 

Education  

 Gymnasiums and 
    auditoriums

Civic  

 Convention centers


